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Editorial
This editorial could hardly begin without a
comment on the break-in at Temple Newsam in
January. Any burglary causes emotional stress
as, quite apart from what is stolen, it strikes at the
roots of our sense of security. There is however
something
eerie and unnerving
particularly
about thieves striking at a public collection. A
pathological element too seems to lurk somewhere in the act of stealing from oneself and
public collections belong to everybody including
the thief and his employer if'e has one. It
would be quite iinrealistic of course to expect a
thief to stop and think this teaser out: if there was
any self-analysis hc would no doubt rest content
that he had acted from the simplest of human
motives. To dismiss such criminals as ignorant
vandals is hardly to the point either for they are
frequently specialists who know just what they
are doing and have certainly calculated thc risks
involved against their personal gain. Nevertheless it is absurd, in theory at any rate, that the
trustees of public collections have to spend large
sums of money as security measures against a few
members of their own body of investors. But there
it is.
Temple Newsam has lost a number ofbeautiful
things, some given, some bought and all carefully
and lovingly collected to give pleasure to those
who see them. The magnificent pair of cassolets
illustrated in thc editorial of Calendar no. 62
(1968) are among the casualties which will be
most lamented
by many visitors. One must
always ask if any good can come out of a disaster
like this. Obviously security has to be very
carefully reviewed and the house is now better
protected; this is all to the good, but the end
product is rather negative
to prevent something
happening hardly provides the stimulus of doing
something new which, thank goodness, is the
subject of most editorials.
In a recent editorial the proposed new
extension to the Art Gallery was discussed and the
with Henry Moore
very happy partnership
recorded. Some readers will remember that his
presence was felt most powerfully at Temple
Newsam more than a quarter of a century ago
when his Reclining Figure was placed in the park.
At the time it caused considerable controversy

and it is worth re-reading an article about it
written by Ernest Musgrave in Calendar no. 17
(Winter 1952) . The Reclining Figure certainly
made its mark and when it was removed, at the
end of its five year period of'oan, it was very
much missed. It had become part of the landscape as well as the image of Temple Newsam. It
is very good news therefore that Henry Moore is
not only helping with the Art Gallery project, but
is enthusiastically
behind our negotiations with
the Tate Gallery to borrow one of his major
bronzes for placing out of doors within the
immediate precinct of the house. Last year
countless people enjoyed seeing ten of Moore's
great sculptures in Kensington Gardens where
the sculptor had been invited to place them as he
wished. The exhibition was part of'is 80th
birthday celebrations. They looked superb in
their landscape settings and it was easy to imagine
that they had been conceived at Much Hadham
with these particular sites in mind. The Reclining
Figure was also meant to be seen against grass,
trees and sky so that Capability Brown's park at
Temple Newsam provided all that was necessary
for its well-being.
The living conditions off'ered to the bronzes
from the Tate will be very dif'erent, for the house
itself will play host to them. The Tudor-Jacobean
architecture and the subtle hues of ancient brick
and stone may well prove to be at least as
sympathetic a backcloth as the contemporary
buildings against which so much of Mr. Moore's
work is seen all over the world today. And let
no-one think for a moment that the role of this
venerable house will be merely that of'assive
acceptance of the twentieth century art literally
on its doorstep. It is the most adaptable of
buildings and its very character has been formed
by the way it has absorbed within itself the highest
artistic aspirations
of many centuries; very
diff'erent concepts, styles and ornament
live
happily side by side and are sometimes inextricably mingled. One of the Golden Ages of the
house was during the 1939 45 war when it
welcomed the collections made homeless when
the Art Gallery was commandeered; in their turn
the evacuees enhanced the historic fabric with
their presence. Temple Newsam seems indeed to
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have provided an unforgettable
experience to
those who knew it at this time.
In spite of her present physical distress and the
splints which obscure the Long Gallery and the
Library, the fairest of her many beauties, Temple
Newsam may again receive visitors to cheer her
on. It looks as if the Art Gallery will have to be
closed for a period when building work starts on
the new extension at the front. It may well be that
some of its pictures can once more be offered a
temporary home in the great house. The critical
problem today, however, is space for not only is
the whole of the north wing eff'ectively out of
commission until work on the Long Gallery
ceiling is completed but all the collections have
grown apace during the near forty years since the

war.
Whatever temporary arrangements have to be
made there is deep consolation in the fact that the
cause is worth enduring any amount of inconvenience for. What a day it will be when the great
new addition to the Art Gallery with all its
facilities is officially opened.
As this Calendar goes to press the highly
successful exhibition Church Art from Catholic
2'orkshire, put on to celebrate the centenary of the
diocese of Leeds, is being dispersed. Collecting
the 'precious objects from all over the county
during January was a very hazardous operation
indeed. Everything seemed to be against us, the
weather
the main adversary
industrial action

—
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and finally illness. Never was a heavier sigh of
relief heard than when the finishing touches were
put to the exhibition half-an-hour before the
Duke of Norfolk opened it on February 3rd.
Some of the alarms and excursions would be
worth writing about one day as would those
leading up to the John Singer Sargent exhibition.
The latter is probably the most complicated and
demanding exhibition ever mounted in Leeds.
As is so often the case the first idea was simple
enough in principle, namely to show the work of a
great portrait painter in the sort of house for
which he painted
and Lotherton Hall was there
as a perfect setting for the experiment. Then
things began to escalate, the National Portrait
Gallery came on the scene and a second showing
was arranged for London, in an orthodox art
gallery environment of course. And finally the
Detroit Institute of Arts became the third partner
making the exhibition an international one with
three showings, two in this country and one in
America. Fortunately most of the owners were
very forebearing and accepted the fact that their
pictures would be away a long time. This
editorial is being written as final panic stations
are taken up to get the pictures unpacked and
hung, the printing work completed, the costumes
mounted and every member of staff keyed up to
the point of maximum efficiency for opening on
April 4th. By the time these words are read all this
will be part of the history of Leeds Art Galleries.

—
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Head of Ana
Capri Girl, oil on wood 9 x 10 in.,
lent by the Ormond family to the recent
John Singer Sargent exhibition at Lotherton

Hall.
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'I'honias
!ic('oncl
Ylien
R(>bill»on,
Bal on
Crranthiiin
1738 1786!.n turned to England in
1779 al'tcr ricarl) a d('«adc of service as King
C'eorge III'» Ambassador to Spain he was over
fort) and, compared with hi» contemporaries of
similar standing, not rich. Hc might well< therefore, have expect«d to remain a bachelor, but by
a fortunate turn of events was introduced by his
friends. the Xfilbankes, to !vtary Jemima Yorke,
) ounger daughter of Philip Yorke, Earl of
Hardwicke and Jemima, Xfarchioness dc Crey
and Baroness L.ucas. Jemima was some twenty
)cars ) oung«r chan C'rantham but hcr parents
anxious to s(c her settled and a marriage
sli<rhtli uncxpcctccl «sent,
was iil'ranged.'his
N ILII <ill thL'0('lal obligr<itlon!i Which lt ('ntall('Cl,
Inc<lot I liat. Crt il nil)an) liilcl sp('(.'cllly to !ict about
I «1)OL ating
his L arious prop«rtics.
(rl"illtlliilli H<>usc iii IYhit< hilll was in fitirly
g<><>d <(>nditi(>ri;ind
onl) a I'(w dlt«rati<)ns w< n
'I'h< s( w ( rc «arri< d out by Johrl Y("nn,;I
r«quired.
(.'ranthain's
Sir 4'illiam
ot
Iiricnd
pupil
C.'hambcrs.'-')<cwb) Park (now called Bald(rsby
Park) Cranth;im'» Yorkshire country house was
quite a different matter. The house had been
designed and built by Colen Campbell and

Ett)-'or C'rantham's grandfather, Sir
Killiam Robinson, some sixty years earlier.'t
carne into the possession of his father in 1762 and
the ) oung Thomas Robinson, then only recently
back from his Crrand Tour, was very much

4)>'illiam

involved with planning additions to the house
and alterations to the grounds.'t was a house
which C:rantham knew ancl loved but it had
rcc«iied little attention during his abscrlcc and
was in considerable
need of'enovation
and
I'epiii I'. I hi,'i Crt;L nihil)11, a not I li('0nSICI(.'I;ib1C
amdt«ur arcliitcct in thc Palladian mod( of'i»
two graiidfathcr»." d«clclcd lo do birn»elf: H< v as
llclpccl,;lt 1«<L»I LL» far ds tllc I clnod('lllng <)I
('011('('I 0('d, bv
llhiii>) B('I)voo<l, il
lo«iil;ll'('.flite('I II'001 Yol'k w llo hit«i itlt'("lcly l()Lulcl
4%1 I lldni
fiivOLu
wl lb
C I illlt.ll;1 ii) S
kit)Snl;tn,
'L')'< ddcll <>I'i<
arb) 'X< Lvl>) Hall.
Crrdnlham s('cnis to liav«pn fc'rr«cl to d«si<rn )ill
th«outbuildingr»
himself: but hc wds ilndhl« to
dttctid to thi» task irnmcdiatclv as in 1782 h<

4

tli('ous('wii!i

reluctantl) agreed to bcc om«Sh«lburnc'»S««nlar). of'State for Foreign Affairs, a position which,
unlike his previous post at the Board of Trad«,
involved periods of absence from home. However,
he resigned with Shelburne in 1783 and the
remaining three ).ears of his life were very much
of'"s(cwby
occupied with the embellishment

Park."

One of his most interesting and successful
designs was for a 'Palladian Root House'PI.I>>.
Rustic garden buildings had been in fashion for
some years, «L idenc«of that romantically
nostalgic search for the idealized
priinitivc
<>I'
origins
hie h nco-classic ism was
an(>th< r, a»d rclatcd. a»pc< t. 'v itruvius,
th«
al'('hl t('(.'till al W'I'll ('I OI t 11(.'at"IL Roll)in) I't) pu'C,

of'an,

who»(
w<>rl
f<>rni(cl
th«biisls of rl)u< h (>I
('tgrht('ct)th «('I)tur'N oi th<>clos). w'<ls ill parti» to
d(S«nl>(.'t'1tiltttv('LIIIClllig>'i('tho(l!i
ancl ( ai I)
tvp('s 01 cl)v('lllngi iltld nloi'<' c(.'('ill wl it«rs
holv th('(';ll ('h l()i th(''!is('lit i;ll Icl("I 01 th("
llousc lid!i b('cli a p('I"('Iillliil It)flu('n(.'('n
01 sl) lc, willi tll(''('suit
tllat rhc
p«rvasiL « iniagc of thc primitiv« liut ha» haunt«d
architectural theorists and practioner» up to th«
prcscnt clay. 'I'hc eighteenth century conc.ept of a
first and, thcrcfore, best house, built by th( first
man, Adam, through instinct and reason finds
echoes in the emphasis on basic structure and
hilv('liow'0

tll('«vcfoptncnt

unadorned integrity of twentieth century architects like cties van dcr Robe and N alter Crropius,
whose glass and steel constructions might have
found favour L< ith the Abb('augier,
who,
visualizing a first linus«mad« of four «orner tree
trunks supporting a pointed roof'f'ranches,
dcclarcd that this was th< basis for all aichit('('tur tl pr i«ti(-«. ancl th;it b) ('Opyirlg
its

stn)pit«I tv, Iiitlclilr)1('t) till i)bit!i('!i IIIMI cl('I('('ts would
E)('ivotdccl.. Lt fit'sr sl<r'hi. a n)01('bvloils ('onip;irisoi) i» tli< 'Bl<><'kli;iiis'r log Lbi)i biiilt hv
('I'opiits it> B< rliiI I'(>r;i tiiiil>< )'n«n'h;tnt < till<'cl
Son) 0)CI'ICICI lt) 19 I, bLII, Lulhk(' rl"nit)tali) S I'001
linus(', this v "ts cl('lib( r;i t('I) ('rud('ncl woiikl ilol
hav(''ulfill('d th< c rit< ri;I of'CI< li< a() and ligrlitn< ss
CI< riiaiicl< cl
b) I.augi< i';Liid oth«r
irrls n( 0<lassicists. It was aii «ml>odin)cuit 01'hc pioiic«ring spirit of'cn< w;il iii (.'«rmany at that
<
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time and contained
of social
connotations
achievement from humble origins which were
also foreign to the eighteenth century. Konrad
Wachsmann was nearer to eighteenth century
ideas when he wrote in 1930 'the log house
represents the inner conception of the timber
house... the principle of construction remains
unaltered from the primitive log house of the
ancients'.t2
An interrelated aspect of the desire to return to
first principles was the Georgian preoccupation
with Rousseau's 'noble savage'. But, unlike the
social movements in Gropius'ermany
or the
back-to-nature alternative societies of our own
time, there was little desire among the gentry of
the eighteenth century to change society. MarieAntoinette, playing at milkmaid with her cows
well groomed and garlanded and milk pails of
Sevres porcelain, had no wish to be a real
peasant. There was no genuine sense of comradeship with farm workers; even the movement to

pencil

with

ink

inscription.

Reproduced

improve their cottages was related, at least
initially, more to the owners'esthetic pleasure
than to the benefit of the tenants, except in so far
as better housing increased productivity. It was
only when the French revolution jolted them out
of their complacency that English landowners
began to perceive a greater but still self-interested
need to keep their workers contented. Before then
it was assumed that each layer of society knew
and would keep to its place, sentiments expressed
by Oliver Goldsmith in the Vicar of IVakefield,
published in 1766, where simple-hearted goodwill, placid acceptance of one's lot and the
absence of overweening ambition were seen as
the good man's virtues.t'efore the industrial
revolution caused its upheavals, there was a tacit
that in return for paternalistic
assumption
benevolence on the part of the landowner the
peasantry would offer service, deference and
obedience.'
similar view of an unchangingly
hierarchical rural society was portrayed by
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classical architecture was that by Grantham's
friend, William Chambers. Chambers had been a
student at F. Blondel's Ecole des Arts in Paris in
1749 50, before he went on to study in Italy and
was thus very well aware of all aspects of FrancoItalian classicism. He found, however, that these
advanced continental ideas did not appeal greatly
to English patrons and, after the rejection of his
progressive plans for Harewood House in 1756, he
on an academic
was forced to concentrate
Palladianism.'4 In 1757, he was appointed tutor
to the Prince of Wales and it was in the first place
as a text book for his royal pupil that he wrote his
Treatise on the Decorative Part of Civil Architecture in
1759. This not only reiterates Vitruvius's account
of the development of buildings but also firmly
states that the timber hut 'gave birth to most of
the parts that now adorn our
Chambers supports Piranesi's stand
on the supremacy of Roman architecture.
Books of designs for primitive huts of a rather
diff'erent character appeared at about the same
time as the Treatise and one of their authors
would have been known to Grantham through his
wife. This was Thomas Wright of Durham, an
astronomer and mathematician turned amateur
had
architect and landscape gardener'ho
been patronized early in his career by Lady
Grantham's grandparents, the Duke and Duchess
of Kent and had continued to work for the family.
Wright published Six Original Designs vf Arbours
in 1755 and Six Original Designs of Grottos in 1758:
although basically of the Palladian school, his
designs show a capricious variety and eccentricity
of style which indicate his predeliction for the
extreme modes of the rococo. If Wright had any
influence at all on Grantham, it would be in that
he was the first architect to depict garden
buildings in their natural setting, a practice
widely adopted later in the century. Wrighte's
work was followed by Charles Over's Ornamental

— J.

buildings';2'evertheless

Architecture in the Gothic, Chinese and Modern Taste
which contained several plates of rustic buildings
and was published in 1758 and William Wright's
Grotosque Architecture of 1767, in which a primitive
hut is illustrated
(P1.2). It is clear that these
designs, like Thomas Wright's, had developed
from the rococo, gothic and chinese styles of the
1750s, 'hereas Laugier and the other early
French classical theorists and practioners were
searching for something far more basic than the
mere decoration of the rococo style which they
consistently deplored. Although their work may

to have a superficial similarity to the
naturalism of the rococo, Laugier and his school
and William Chambers were in fact leaders in
the new academic classical movement.
Chambers,
a friend
and
colleague
grandfather, Thomas Worsley, was
well known to the younger man. He accompanied
him to Woburn'" in 1764 and to Castle Howard
1770. He also corresponded with Grantham
while the latter was away in Spain, sending him
accounts of his own work, comments on artistic
events in London and architectural books which
he had requested: these included three volumes
Campbell's
of Vitruvius,
Colen
Vitruvius
Britannicus,? he Designs of Inigo jones (possibly the
edition published by William Kent in 1727), his
own Treatise and a copy of his Dissertation on
Oriental Gardening which was published in 1772,s0
that Grana list which clearly demonstrates
tham's taste was in the older Palladian mode
rather than the newer style of Robert Adam.
Indeed, possibly due to the influence of
Chambers, Grantham seems to have been little
affected either by the newer British architects or
by what he saw in Spain. His work shows none of
the florid Baroque of Spanish churches, the
curiosity of Moorish buildings or the Mannerism
of Herrera's Escorial. Charles III of'pain had
previously been King of Naples and in that
capacity had encouraged the excavations at
Herculaneum and Pompeii. He conceived it as
part of his duty to encourage art and architecture
and before and during the period of Grantham's
Ambassadorship
he undertook a great deal of
of rebuilding at his various palaces. Henry
Swinburne,s'ho
visited Spain in 1775 6
commented on the magnificence of the Complex
at Aranjuez, St. Ildephonso (where an
was laid out), and the Royal Palace in
Madrid, where Charles's protege the painter
Anton Raphael Mengs, yet another classicizing
influence on Grantham's work, decorated some
of the ceilings.
the 1760s Chambers had submitted plans for
alterations to Grantham House in London and
we may suppose that Grantham discussed his
plans for Newby Park with him. Grantham may
even have known of Chambers's own design for a
primitive hut, possibly intended for Kew Gardens
(P1.3). This was similar to Wrighte's design a
of rough stone with
tetra-style 'rustic'uilding
tree trunks for columns, a wicker pediment and
thatched roof: the whole is set in a garden with
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or honeysuckle adorning the columns.
Chambers was, however, at this time very much
preoccupied with the building of Somerset House
and may not have been as helpful as Grantham
would have wished.
If Chambers had exercised a life-long influence,
an architect more recently introduced to Grantham was John Soane. Soane had met Lady
Grantham's cousin, Philip Yorke, at Paestum in
1779. The two men had a common interest in
primitive architecture and Yorke was one of the
first to patronize the young architect, his first commission being for a dairy for his house at Hammels
in Hertfordshire.s4 Soane's earliest design c.1782
for 'a Dairy in the primitive manner of
states that 'The Pillars are proposed to be
of the Trunks of Elm Trees with bark on & Honey
suckles &. Woodbines planted at their feet,
forming festoons'. He further stipulates that 'The
Roof [is] to be thatched & the ends of the Rafters
to appear'. The final version (P1.5), published by
Soane in his Plans, Elevations and Sections of
Buildings... in 1788, plate 44, is very similar,
with
showing a sturdy 'rough-textured'uilding
a central pediment supported by four Doric tree
trunks and a thatched roof.'5
Grantham's root house was in some respects
even more primitive than Chambers's hut or
Soane's dairy since, like Wrighte's hut, it was
built almost entirely of wood. Like all the others,
he adopted the Doric order for his columns.
Chamberss6 had taught that 'The Doric order
being the most ancient of all the orders,...
retains more of the structure of the primitive
huts'. But Soane and Grantham, unlike even
Chambers himself, subscribe to his description of
the primitive column which is 'executed without
a base, in imitation of the trees used in the first
buildings, without any plinths to raise them
the latter point,
above the ground'.s'n
however, Grantham tempered dogma with convenience, for his entire building is mounted on a
rough stone podium with three steps at the
entrance. Soane's first design stipulates that the
rafters of the building should be seen, but his
published version substitutes for these the stylized
triglyph rafters of a conventional Doric frieze.
Chambers and Wrighte both indicate rafters
which have been cut into planks, but Grantham's
roundels show that his rafters were the trunks of
whole trees laid horizontally over the building;
his mutules also are not stylized, but small
roundels indicating the thinner and more pliable
vines

building'P1.4)

...

10

branches used to make the roof. The roof itself,
of the other designs, is of thatch, but
Grantham's use of the round forms demonstrates
how much closer he was to the principles of the
first hut than were other English architects. One
of his other imaginative features would have
pleased Laugier, who thought that the column,
being derived from the original tree trunks, was a
supreme form which should not be obscured by
walls. Whereas Chambers, Wrighte and Soane
all have walls behind their columns, Grantham,
by using an extra-wide entrance allows his
columns to stand free so that their starkly
beautiful form suffers no interference. Walls were
even
obviously a necessity in northern Europe
and here
Laugier tolerated them by 'licence'
again Grantham shows his sympathy with the
constructional principles of the hut. Chambers
and Soane designed rustic dwellings, but both
their buildings are made heavy by their rough
cast stone walls. Wrighte's walls are of wood, but
in impossibly large slabs. Grantham, by piling
branches horizontally in the manner suggested by
Vitruvius, reconstructed by the French seventeenth century theorist Claude Perrault, and
relayed by Chambers,ss achieved not only a
pleasing variety of texture but also a delicacy and
lightness in line with the French tradition.
Moreover, these qualities are obtained, again in
contrast to Chambers and Soane, without the
expedient of adding superfluous garlands and
festoons of honeysuckle. In fact, Grantham's root
house exemplifies the many-sided simplicity demanded by Laugier: it is reminiscent of the huts
of primitive man, it is closely all'ied to nature and
yet it achieves the refined elegance and delicate
grace required by the sophisticated man of
taste.s9 In considering
the essentially Gallic
qualities of this deceptively simple building, it
should perhaps be remembered
that, as Shelburne's Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,
Grantham would have been in France in 1782 for
the drawing up of the Treaty of Versailles and he
must have seen the buildings
most recently
erected in and around Paris.
The purposes
for which
these
English
'primitive'uildings
were designed were varied,
and, once again, it is Grantham who seems to be
most in sympathy
with the romantic ideas
hut was
connected with them. Chambers's
probably merely one of a range of buildings in
different styles which he designed for Kew
Gardens; Wrighte's, the-first design in a book of
like those
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and grottos, is a similar piece

of garden decoration. Soane's design for Philip

Yorke was for a dairy. Grantham also designed a
dairy, but it is a plain functional building conveniently connected to the offices'f the mansion
at Newby Park. His root house is reserved for the
pleasures of the spirit: its only decoration, in the
centre of the pediment, is Apollo's laurel wreath
encircling two small trumpets and some pipes of
Pan. This was the place to which the company
would retire on balmy summer evenings to listen
to music.
There are other symbolic aspects of the
hut which may have influenced
primitive
Grantham, if only subconsciously. Having been
familiar with the Escorial, built by Philip II of
Spain and his architect Juan de Herrera as a vast
spiritual exercise, this aspect of building would
not have been totally foreign to him. Throughout
time and in many cultures, from the Roman
festival of Anna Perenna to the Jewish Feast of
Tabernacles, the building of huts has been associated with ideas of renewal, with the rites of
marriage and with a concern for the
de
contemporary,
Quatre mere
future.4'rantham's
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Quincy, a follower of Laugier who was later to
direct the French Republic's official art policy,
seems to have seen the hut as a symbol of
regeneration in a jaded and disillusioned society42

It

is this desire for renewal which sends mankind
and individual men in search of their origins and
it may have been a compound of all these factors
which led Grantham
to design his hut. His
father's diplomatic career and his mother's early
death meant that his youth was spent with no
fixed home. For a brief period in the 1760s Newby
Park had performed this function, but Grantham
had no sooner inherited the estate in 1770 than he
was himself sent as Ambassador to Spain. His
return to England and to the house built by his
grandfather was, therefore, a significant return to
his origins and represented at last a chance to
establish a permanent home. It may not be too
far-fetched to discern something of this feeling in
his title of 'Root house'or this building. In
addition to putting down roots, Grantham had
also recently married and so the building may
represent a tribute or a gift to his young wife;43
moreover, by 1785, the date of his final, polished
drawing of the hut (P1.6), the Granthams had

Pl.6. The root haute, final design, October 1785, by Lord
Gran<ham, pen, ink and coloured wash. Reproduced by
kind permission of Mr. and Mrs. Compton, Newby Hall.

three young sons, ample enough reason for some
propitiatory gesture to the future. Crrantham may
indeed have felt that he was settling down into a
new and different mode of existence. At the agc of
forty-seven, he may reasonably have expected to

have another twenty years to watch his sons grow
up, embellish his house and enjoy the other
pursuits of a country gentleman. It is a tragic
irony that he was to die within nine months
before many of his plans and improvements
could be put into operation and that his family
left Newby Park when his eldest son inherited
Newby Hall only six years later.
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for Chambers'ork at Woburn.
29. Same to same, 31 August 1770, (VR 14558): 'Chambers
i» coming herc [Castle Howard] to build Stables which
are absolutely necessary.'n the event, Lord Carlisle preferred the cheaper designs of John Carr (Harris,
Chambers, p. 200).
30. Chambers to Grantham, 13 August 1773 (Bedford
C.R.O. L30/14/71/1). In addition to sending the
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32.

34.

35.

36.
37. ibid.
38. Vttruvius, book II, chap. I, p. 39; Chambers,

Trealise,

p. 78. For Perrault's reconstruction, see Ryktvert, p. 57.
39. Hermann, pp. 28 9.
40. For a full discussion of the Escorial, see Ryktvert, pp.
120 132.

books'1.
41.

Rustic
Century
Hislory, vol. XI, 1975,

'Eighteenth

Chambers thanks Grantham for his recommendation to
Lord Melbourne, whose house is almost finished.
See Harris, Chambers, pp. 226 7.
Chambers to Grantham, 29 April 1774 (Bedford C.R.O.
L30/14/71/2).
Chambers reports on work at Melbourne House and
Milton Abbey (see Harris, Chambers, pp. 236 8), the
Royal Academy exhibition and the increased numbers
of struggling artists.
It may not be too far fetched to postulate that, although
Grantham died in 1786, it was through some recommendation or connection of his that Chambers designed
a combined bureau, dressing table, jewel case and organ
for Charles IV of Spain in 1793 (Harris, Chambers, p. 256).
Henry Swinburne was a friend of Sir Thomas Gascoigne
of Parlington, whose portrait, incorporating busts of
Swinburne and his wife, by Pompeo Batoni hangs at
Lotherton Hall (see Terry F. Friedman, 'Sir Thomas
Gascoigne and His Friends in Italy'n Leeds Arts
Calendar, No. 78, 1976, pp. 16 23). Swinburne's letters
from Spain are to be found in Henry Swinburne, 7he
Courts of Europe at the Close of the Last Century, 1840, vol. I,
pp. 65 119. In a letter to his brother from Toulouse,
3 September 1776 (p. 113) he remarks on Grantham's
cordial reception. The friendship continued: letters of
October 1779 show that he and Sir Thomas Gascoigne
stayed both at Newby Park and with Grantham's
brother-in-law, John Parker of Saltram House in Devon.
Another account of Swinburne's visit to Spain with his
own illustrations may bc found in his Picturesque Tour
through Spain 1823
Mengs had painted Grantham's portrait when the latter
had been on his grand tour and the contact continued
until Mengs's death in 1779.
Chambers'eries of eight drawings for Grantham House
are in Mr. Compton's collection.
For a full discussion of the work done by Soane for Philip
Yorke later third Earl of Hardwicke, at Hammels and
see Pierre de la
Wimpole Hall, Cambridgeshire,
Ruffiniere du Prey, 'John Soane, Philip Yorke and their
yrtationat
Trust
Quest for Primitive Architecture'n
Sludies, 1979, pp. 28 38 and Dorothy Stroud, 7he
Architecture of Sir john Soane, 1961, pp. 14 and 31 and
plate 8. For an assessment of Laugier's influence on
Soane, see Hermann, pp. 179 84.
Soane was to design a similarly primitive dairy for Henry
Peters at Betchworth in 1799 (Stroud, plate 13).
Chambers, Treatise, pp. 115 6.

92.
Ryktvert, pp. 183 —
42. Hermann, pp. 197 8.
43. Presents of such buildings were not unknown. Du Prey
(p. 29) suggests that the Hammels dairy may have been a
first anniversary gift from Philip Yorke to his wife. One
of the most famous examples is Louis XVI's gift of the
dairy at Rambouillet to Marie-Antoinette in 1787.
After obtaining a B.A. Honours degree in Latin, Jill Low

worked in the diplomatic service. She subsequently trained
and worked as a social worker and is at present engaged on
post graduate research under the auspices of Leeds University
and Temple Newsam House into the art and architectural
William Weddell of
patronage of the circle surrounding
Newby Hall.

Burmantofts
SUSAN WILKIN

Faience

latter half of the nineteenth
century
witnessed a full-scale attempt to reform public
taste, revitalise the Decorative Arts in Britain and
re-establish
the role of the artist-craftsman
against that of the machine. The
had not led to an ideal and
harmonious collaboration between man and the
machine so far as Decorative Art was concerned;
instead it had promoted the mass-production of
ill-designed
domestic and decorative objects
which the public accepted as fashionable and
therefore desirable commodities.
In 1846, the Royal Society of Arts organised a
competition for 'Art Manufactures'. A Keeper in
the Public Record Office, Henry Cole, was
awarded a prize for designing a set of tea ware,
entered under the pseudonym of Felix Summerly,
and it was he who, in his subsequent exploits, was
tackle the
one of the first to constructively
problem of remedying the decline in popular
taste and promoting instead simply and attractively designed objects both for domestic and
the
efforts anticipated
decorative
concerns of Ruskin and Morris and others which
led on to the Arts and Crafts Movement.
Art pottery developed as an Art Manufacture
from the 1860s onwards. Broadly speaking, it
followed
one of three courses. Established
which
factories set up 'studio workshops'n
outside artists were employed to bring their
decorative skills to bear upon wares that had
been manufactured
by normal industrial profactories
cesses. Secondly, small independent
operating on the lines of the workshops in the
larger factories were set up, with a work force of
industrially trained potters to supply the technical knowledge and a team of artists to decorate
the wares. In the third instance, an art potter
would start up on his own, or possibly with
the
several
undertaking
assistants,
thereby
greater part of the manufacturing and decorating
procedures himself.
The establishment of Art Schools throughout
the country gave an added stimulus to the Arts in
general. Pottery classes became a feature of the
curriculum. One Art School to make provision
for pottery classes was the Lambeth School of Art.
Neighbouring Doulton's became the first major

The

Industrial'evolution

firm to manufacture Art pottery, a practice which
began when Henry Doulton allowed students
from the College to fire their work in the firm's
kilns. From these beginnings Doulton's set up its
Doulton's Art Studiosown Art Department
in 1871.'rt
pottery production was well established by
the time the firm of Messrs. Wilcock and Company entered into it. Doulton's lead had been
closely followed by the Belleview Pottery at Rye.
By 1880, William De Morgan was working at
Chelsea, the Martin brothers at Fulham then
Southall, and the Watcombe Pottery, Aller Vale,
the Torquay Terra-Cotta Company, Brannam
and Linthorpe were all in production.
In the earlier years of the nineteenth century,
coal was being mined in the area of north-west
Leeds known as Burmantofts. In time, a seam of
clay was discovered adjacent to a coal seam, and
in 1858 the firm of Wilcock and Company

—

use.'is

Pl. l. Amber bottle-necked vase, c.1890.Margaret Marmion
Collection (on loan to Leeds City Art Galleries).
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PL2. New oHices and warehouses for Messrs. Wilcock and
Company, Leeds, designed by Maurice B. Adams. The
Building Werc.n 28 May 1880.

embarked upon the manufacture of fire-bricks,
drainpipes and similar wares on an estate of some
150 acres, just north of Torre Road, off the York
Road (see Pl. I). Both red and grey clays were to
be found on the site and there was a single mine
shaft leading off'o a system of galleries which
served to bring the coal and clay to the surface.
The clay was of very fine quality, being composed
of almost pure silica and alumina, which
contracts very little in firing. It was capable of
withstanding great heat and the fired surface was
almost entirely free from the metallic impurities
often found in fireclay. All these factors suggested
that it could well be employed in the making of
items of a more purely decorative nature, thus in
1880 Messrs. Wilcock and Co. extended their
range of manufacture to include Art pottery and
architectural fa'ience.
The Burmantofts works produced both wares
simultaneously, and after the manufacture of Art
pottery was discontinued in 1904 due to lack of
financial success, the Leeds Fireclay Company,
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who took over the running of the firm in 1889
carried on the production of terra-cotta for a
number of years. An article in The Artist (1st
January 1881), titled 'A Keramic Revival at
Leeds', reported most favourably on the firm's
new venture, but stated that it was as yet little
known, due to the fact that it had not been widely
exhibited. By September 1881, The Artist carried
a report that an exhibition of'urmantofts ware
had been held at Howell and James's in London
and had caused quite a stir, although on the
whole it had been favourably received. Also in
the same issue, the 'Leeds
a visit to the firm's workrooms and was
amazed to find that there were only single
examples of each item; this may have been
common practice at the time, but Cosmo
Monkhouse,
writing in the magazine
of Art,
volume 8, 1885, revealed that the principle of
producing unique pieces was not in favour at
Correspondent'escribed

Burmantofts. The Manager, a Mr. Holroyd,
believed such a practice to be commercially and
artistically undesirable because it could lead to
the inventive
powers of the workers being
exhausted, resulting in the production of pieces

which were little more than feeble variations on
hackneyed themes.
The trade and other interested parties learned
of the excellence of Burmantofts ware through
trade journals and newspaper advertisements.
Both The Builder 4 and ? he Building
articles on the architectural fa'ience.
Prospective customers were invited to inspect the
wares either at the factory itself or at the firm's
London showrooms at 16, Charterhouse Street.
The firm periodically issued catalogues and
pattern books,'nd in 1902 a trade catalogue in
the form of a series of photographs of buildings
incorporating Burmantofts tiles and terra-cotta
was published (see P1.5).'he Art pottery branch
of the business seems to have been less wellpublicised;
however,
an interesting
report
appeared in the Illustrated London %cuts, 27th
October 1888, on the opening of the Leeds Fine
Art Gallery: 'On the upper walls of the Central
Court are studies from mosaics, from the old
masters; in the centre is a pretty fountain of
Burmantofts fa'ience, with a pleasing collection
%cuts'eatured

of

plants.'he

Burmantofts factory was entirely selfsufficient, employing its own team of designers,
modellers, glazers, painters, etc., thereby catering
for all stages of manufacture.
The 'Leeds
Correspondent'f ?he Artist (1st January 1881)
recorded that the Pottery was staff'ed by English
workmen and artists, although foreign artists
were responsible
for many of the designs,
especially those featuring classical subjects. Little
is known of individual artists, except that in 1881
the principal artist was a Mr. Kreimer, and that
two of the painters from the Linthorpe Art
Pottery, Esther Ferrey and Rachel Smith, are
believed to have worked at Burmantofts following
the closure of the former in 1889, accordingly
their marks may occur on decorated wares. Other
painted marks have been noted but not identified.
Art pottery in general was red-bodied, but
when production first began at Burmantofts only
grey clay was used. The manager, Mr. Holroyd,
considered that the paleness of the body better
emphasised the depth and richness of the glaze.
Special effects were achieved by the use of a
colourless feldspathic glaze stained with various
metallic oxides which united with the silica in the
clay body during firing. This resulted in the
formation of a tremendously resilient, waterproof
'skin', eminently attuned
and weather-resistant
to architectural fa'ience as well as pottery, and

Two-handled vase in shades of green c.1890. Margaret
Marmion Collection 1on loan to Leeds City Art Galleries).

PL3.

PL4. Small globular vase, dark brown and yellow, c.1895.
Margaret Marmion Collection 1on loan to Leeds City Art
Galleries).
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PL5.

Thc Dining Room of the Queen's Hotel,
by C. Trubshaw, F.R.LB.A. Burmantol'ts

Leeds.

Trade
Catalogue, 190'2. Leeds City Libraries and Kirkstall Abber
Hous«Mus«um.
Designt'd

suitable for either interior or exterior decoration.
The principal colours were a rich turquoise
'Persian'lue, amber ('sang de boeul'), a range
of'greens, yellows, browns and purples. Initially,
the Art pottcry products were kept fairly simple,
probably to enhance the richness of the glaze.
vases,
Typical of these were bottle-shaped
thrown on the wheel, with long necks and
spherical bodies, a design which shows the
influence ol'gyptian
and other .ssear-Eastern
wares. On the early dt.corated wares, one finds
cmunderglaze
sgraffito designs, sometimes
phasised with painted slip and stippled grounds.
By the mid-1880s, low-relief decoration was
popular, while designs in high-relief were regularly picked out in difieren colours. Jardinicrcs
enlivened with floral sprays illustrate this technique particularly well. The application ol real
leaves to a coating of slip was another popular
form of decoration. The imprint of the leaf was

coloured in and the whole piece glazed. There
was a great fondness too for grotesque additions
to ornamental vases in the form of'ice, dogs,
lizards and similar creatures. These were probably moulded initially, then worked on by hand
and perched upon dishes or entwined around the
necks of vases (see Pl.6). Smaller items such as
candlesticks, moulded and usually decorated in
monochrome were also made.
From 1889 onwards the works was run by the
Leeds Fireclay Company and all products were
Faience'.
generally described as 'Burmantofts
The later pattern books refer to the earlier wares
and feature a range
as 'plain-coloured'ottcry
elaborately decorated items. 'Impasto'"
decoration was 1'rcquently employed, of'tcn taking
the form of sprays of flowers, popularly sunThis technique
flowers and chrysanthemums.
gave a slight n lief to the design, which was then
finished in realistic colours.
Also among the later wares were large vases
obviousls
lashioned
in the Persian manner,
of IVilliam De
inspired bv the 'Persian'tyle
Morgan (cover illustration). Peacocks, galleons,
ol'ore

—

Ph6. Detail from a pattern book believed to date from the
mid-1880s. Kirkstall Abbey House Museum.

fish and fantastic birds were typical motifs.

The

shapes of the bodies are also reminiscent of those
produced by De Morgan during the Merton
Abbey and Fulham periods. Another interesting
later ware was a kind of terra-cotta decorated
with painted sprays of Ilowers, known as
which bears comparison
with a style
produced at the Torquay potteries.
At Burmantofts, production of Art pottery
ceased in 1904, but other factories continued for
another decade or so, before they too closed down
and it was left to the potter working alone to
bring about the transition from Art pottery to
'Floruda'are,

Studio pottery.
The adaptation of fireclay to architectural
work was probably the main contributor to the
success of the Burmantofts enterprise. All manner
of items were commissioned from the firm and
were incorporated in the interiors and exteriors
of buildings throughout Britain and the Empire.
No object appears to have defeated the ingenuity

and skill of the designers and workmen
from
porches, grills, columns and friezes to tiles,
fountains, dadoes and cornices; these and many
more applications are featured in the firm's trade
catalogues.
Great accuracy was essential in the production
of architectural fa'ience because the-items were
not merely a means of decoration, they were also
and most importantly an integral part of the
construction of the building. Clay shrinks to a
variable extent when fired, according to its
therefore the exact degree of
composition,
shrinkage had to be ascertained by experiment
and allowances made for this in the measurements
of every item.
Architects might have supplied drawings to be
made up, as was the case in P1.7, a fireplace
designed by Maurice B. Adams, but patrons
normally relied on the firm's own professional
designers to execute commissions. The designs
were made up in sections, and from the drawing
office they passed to the modeller who made a
block mould in plaster of Paris. A reusable mould
was cast from this, into which the clay was
pressed, then fired. Where an item prepared in
sections was to be glazed, it was vital that all the
sections were of exactly the same shade. This
meant that a vast number of tints had to be
maintained which, to counter confusion, were
referred to by number and not by colour
terminology. The finished product was attractive,
and extremely durhygienic, weather-resistant
able in every respect.
Of especial local interest are a series of Leeds
illustrated
in the 1902 catalogue,
buildings
namely the Empire Palace, the Dining Room of
the Queen's Hotel, Lloyd's Bank and the 'Hope
Inn', North Street. These unfortunately
have
been demolished, but above the level of the shop
fronts in Queen Victoria Street and King
Edward Street fat;ades in Burmantofts terracotta designed by the architect Frank Matcham
still survive. Alfred Waterhouse's buildings for
the then Yorkshire College (now Leeds University) feature glazed tiles in the columns and dado
of the entrance hall and staircase leading to the
Great Hall and the School of Medicine by W. H.
Thorpe incorporates Burmantofts Faience in the
entrance hall. In a wider context the following
select list of buildings gives some idea of the
firm's English commissions: Gonville and Caius
Technical
Darlington
College,
Cambridge;
College; the Hotel Grand Central, London; the
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chester; Messrs. Richard Lunt and Company's
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James the Greater, Leicester. The versatility
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The Black Prince in City Square
BRIAN LEWIS

P1.1. Thomas Brock, The Black Prince,
City Square, Leeds.
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thc son of'he great Prime Minister, in the
General Election of that year."
Harding's political defection was not unusual.
He was but onc ofhundreds of prominent Liberals
who could not tolerate W. E. Gladstone's
commitment to Home Rule for Ireland and felt
so strongly about this issue that they rejected the
o)%«ial Liberal Party programme
for a Conservative
one
which,
although
basically
imperialistic, tolerated a number of democratic
concepts. There was a generally held belief, well
expressed by J. R. Seeley'ut popularised by
Chamberlain.
Rhodes and Curzon, that the
British constitution was the nation's major contribution to civilisation. Britain's strength, it was
believed, lai. in the democratic franchise and the
ability to relate this to a monarchical framework.
Thc Reform Acts of 1867 and 1884 and the
Jubilees of 1887 and 1897 had strengthened this
relationship so that bi. this time Britain was
aggressii.eli. and sentimentally monarchist, and
republicanism, a strong movement in the 1870's
had become. what it has been since, a minority
enthusiasm. The commission, therefore, has this
politi(.al context. It suggests that the Black
Prince, already established through the chronicles
of Jean le Bel and Jean Froissart as the epitome
of'hivalry, should also be recognised as an
honourable prince who, at a crucial point in the
country" s constitutional
history, championed
popular rights.
Today the idea that the Black Prince was a
popular champion of democratic rights is suspect.'he nineteenth century argument that he
could be so regarded rested on the assumption
that he opposed his brother, John of Gaunt when
the younger man attempted
to suppress the
'Good Parliament', and that this parliament,
because it established the principle that 'redress
of grievance precedes supply'as of fundamental
importance in the establishment of constitutional
monarchy.'>e know that, at best, thc Black
Prince plaied a peripheral role in thi» complex
constitutional crisis but modern knowledge docs
not aH(«t the issu«. I%hat matters i» wliat
H,irding th()ught and th(rc i» cl<ar documcntar1
ci'iden«<
t(> show
that he bclicved th;it the
Prince s attciilpt to protect thc parliamcntarialls
against Gaunt's p irty was crucial. Hc (xprcssed
this view in a hook which hc wrote just bcfbrc he
died.'" Mani of'hc names on the side of the
pedestal arc mentioned on the page which deals
with the fourteenth
century-- even a rather

eccentric choice, Jacob i an Artavcldt is ther«—
and of the Black Prince he writes: 'Broken in
health, he returned to England, became the idol
of'the people, because ofhis support of tin 'Cood
Parliament" against his brother, John
concept that a statue could be used to
express the relationship between chivalry and
democracy was not new. The Blackfriars Bridge
statuary competition in 1881 had this dual
theme. The statues chosen to stand on the piers
were never made but it is possible that this
abortive scheme provided both the inspiration
and the sculptor for the Leeds'tatue. Many
pieces entered for this competition were, as
7 he Builder remarked, 'very poor things'" but
two were shown which have direct bearing on the
history of Citi Square. One was Ed<(ard I by
Hamo Thornycroft and the other Edward III by
Thomas Brock.
The statue which stands in the square today
(Pl.l) is by Thomas Brock, a technically able
sculptor but considered to be one of'hc l«a»t
outstanding Royal Academicians of hi» gcn«r;ition. The Dictionary of'alional BiugraPhy calls hi())
'an artist of no great originality or inspiration, but
capable at times of a vigorous and cffc<.tiv<
of'C.aunt.'he

of'he

realism... the English representative of the m<>rc
conservative aspects of French sculpture in th«
second half of the nineteenth century"'nd this
sums him up admirably. Until 1889, when he
showed
7he Genius of Poetry at the Royal
Academy, he had produced little more than
portrait statues and had contributed virtually
nothing to the movement which Edmund Gosse
calls 'The New Sculpture'. He was no match f'r
Hamo Thornycroft, E. Onslow Ford, Alfred
Drury, Harry Bates, Frederick Pomeroy or
George Frampton, being little more than a
competent workman practicing in the 'broad
Foley tradition whose immense output satisfied a
wide circle of patrons'.'~
To some extent the City Square statue ref le«t»
this assc»smcnt. In no»ense i» its dc»ign exceptional and indeed it give» the inipres»ion of'b«ing
fron1 ca»ili
rapidli
av,iil;ihl(
put togctller
illatci lal. I 11« ai'illo<ll'» «ill'('('tli Ill()cl('ll('d ()l) tli«
t'uncrari pic<'cs in Canterbury Cath(dral„;i)id
thc horse'»»tan«c i» that use«1 by Don;it(ll() alld
Vcrroc<hio in the fam<>u» Gular()nelula and G()ll(nui
statues. To»omc cxt«nt Brock'» approa(.h can b(
«xcuscd b<«ause his working»chcdul«1«f't
liiin
little time to get his statue rcadi.
In August Harding was cont'erring with him f(>r

P1.3. Hamo Thornycroft, model for Edtaard
(never made as a full size statue.).
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the first time but by early December a model of
the statue, 1/6 final size, showing 'The Prince
riding at walking pace [as] one might fancy him
addressing his command at Crecy'as shown in
the central court of the Art Gallery. This haste
may account for the statue's lack of originality
and indeed may explain why it bears a striking
resemblance to Emmanuel Fremiet's statue of
joan of Arc on Horseback in Paris. Accusations of
direct plagiarism are always difficult to substantiate but there are features, particularly in
the binding of the tail, which suggest that
Fremiet's statue in the Place des Pyramides,
shown on a full plate illustration in The Arl
journal only five years earlier (P1.2) had served as
a model for the Brock
I by Hamo Thornycroft had been
chosen by the Blackfriars Bridge competition
judges but was never made as a full size statue
(P1.3). In 1892 and 1894 small versions of it had
been shown at the Royal Academy but there is
good reason to believe that this, and not Brock's
of the Black Prince, was the
interpretation
original inspiration for the equestrian statue.
Thornycroft's
statue was the antithesis of
Brock's, for it was outside the general tradition of
equestrian pieces; the horse stood with all its legs
on the ground, its head down and its rider was
braced high in the saddle. In every way a
powerful piece, constructed within the lines of a
it had a very distinctive
simple pyramid,
silhouette and it is this which leads to the
suggestion that when Harding was first designing
Thornycroft's
the City Square he intended
Edward I, not Brock's Black Prince to be the central
statue.'dward

statue.
Two references, in particular, support this
contention.
One is the recently discovered
original watercolour drawing of the Square
which William Bakewell, the City Architect, did
for Harding in May 1896.'~ The drawing is small
(Pl.4), the horse on the plinth being less than
1 cm. high, but it is clearly a rider on a horse
whose feet are braced firmly on the ground and it
in no way resembles the Brock statue. The other is
the knowledge that Harding was sufficiently
interested in Thornycroft's statue to bring a small
north for the Leeds Spring
scale maquette
Exhibition in February 1895.'hy he did not
carry through the commission is not known, only
fragments of Harding's correspondence remain
in the Temple Newsam archives, but it is possible
that the inspiration for the centrepiece for the
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square is as much in an existing statue, Thornycroft's Edward I, as in an abstract idea about the
value of constitutional monarchy.
A hypothesis for the chronological order of the
decisions taken which determined the choice of
the centre statue would be as follows. Sometime,
possibly as early as February 1894, Harding
started to take a general interest in the square."
By the following February this interest was
sufficiently specific for Harding to bring statues
by Fehr and Drury north for inclusion, along
with Thornycroft's Edward I, in the Leeds Art
Gallery Spring Exhibition. In early 1896 he
conceived what he called in his speech at the
formal opening of the square, his 'little plan'f
portrait sculpture and figurative lamp holders
surrounding an equestrian Edward I. This was
drawn by William Bakewell in May 1896'" and
submitted as an alternative to the plan of the
Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural
Society,
which proposed a design which had as its centrepiece an eighteenth century cloth merchant
riding a packhorse.'~ In early June both plans
were shown together in the Art Gallery'o and on
the 12th of that month the Harding/Bakewell one
was accepted.'etween
June and December,
however, something happened in the negotiations
with Thornycroft and Harding commissioned
the piece which now stands in the Square from
Thomas Brock, a sculptor he had negotiated
with when he brought the male nude, much
admired by Edmund Gosse, The Genius of'oclry,"
north for a Spring Exhibition. Working quickly
Brock was, therefore, forced to make an
equestrian piece 1/6 full size in less than six
months and consequently resorted to formula
sculpture and produced a piece which, although
not without merit
it is a powerful piece —lacks
originality and is far less interesting than the
Drury statues of Morn and Even. This was the
statue which Harding offered to pay for in his
formal letter to the Council on 18 December
1896
Acceptance of this hypothesis has several
advantages. It shows, for instance, that attempts
to link the history of the Black Prince to the
history of Leeds are basically erroneous because
the dominant idea is the abstract one of 'prince
that practical
as warrior and democrat'ut
consideration and especially time constraints
determined the final execution of the subject.
Having rejected the Edward I, a figure well
established as a warrior king which had major

"

Pl.4.

William Bakewell, Sketch (detail) of plans for City Square, Leeds, May 1896.
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political significance, Harding could not use this
subject and, therefore, looked for one which,
although in the same tradition, had a more
oblique political emphasis. The Black Prince
stands in the centre of the Square not because he
was thought to have been born in Leeds or
father
introduced
immigrant
his
because
Flemings into Yorkshire, but because Harding
thought that the Black Prince was a supporter of
parliamentary democracy and in the year prior
to the Diamond Jubilee it seemed a good idea to
give to his city a lasting memorial to his faith in
constitutional monarchy.
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